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The new year started off in full swing for our Coastal Plains 

Trucking team. Our customer base continues to expand. We 
started hauling liquid oxygen for Blue Origin at the end of 2021 
and in April 2022 began hauling crude for Rio Energy. Rio was a 
customer of CPT during 2018 and 2019. The exceptional service 
provided by CPT in the past is what led them to call back and 
request our services again. Airgas offered high praise to the CPT 
Cryogenics team for their excellence, which allows us to continue 
building a strong relationship to create more opportunities for 
team members. We are so proud of our team of professional 
drivers, dispatchers, mechanics, and clerical staff! 

We would like to congratulate two team members that have 
played a strong role in guiding our company over the years on 
their retirement: Scott Marcotte and Jenny Flores. Jenny was 
one of the first team members hired at CPT. She dedicated over 
10 years to CPT, serving as our Human Resources Manager. 
Scott first joined our team as Safety Director, and was ultimately 
promoted to Vice President of Operations.  Scott’s passion for 
safety led to many successes and awards.  We look to carry on 
that success with our new Safety Director, David Lapora. David 
comes to us with a great deal of safety experience and will help 
guide our company and improve our safety programs. Please 
welcome David when you meet him. We are proud he is part of 
our team. Cheryl Ducharme, who many of you already know from 
her years of experience on the team, has moved into the Human 

Resources Manager role vacated by Jenny. Congratulations, 
Cheryl!

CPT’s goal is to deliver product safely, on time, and for a 
profit. With that in mind, we would like our team members to 
focus on finding the Intersection of Excellence: Where Safety 
and Production Meet. Safety has always been a top priority 
for our team and will remain a top priority. The next step is to 
use the same creativity and diligence that made us one of the 
safest trucking companies in the industry to become one of the 
most efficient. Management will be meeting later in the second 
quarter to start discussing how to implement this mindset and 
coach other team members on how to find the Intersection of 
Excellence in their own job duties.

While Covid hasn’t gone away and new variants are likely to 
emerge, the virus no longer defines our lives. We are in a much 
better position today than we have been in the last few years. 
Thanks to readily available vaccines, facemasks, social distancing, 
and better Covid testing, we can focus on being prepared for the 
next variant without panic. That said, pay attention to positive 
case numbers in your area and take smart precautions as needed 
so this trend of improvement can continue.

As we head into the second quarter, let’s all celebrate our 
achievements and look forward to new opportunities to grow as 
a company.

— Stephen Greak & Andy Cunningham
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EMPLOYEE 
CELEBRATIONS

MARCH BIRTHDAYS
Gonzalo Navarro 3/3
Chaddrick Marion 3/4

Michael Yow 3/7
Herod Nickerson Jr. 3/7

Frank Robinson 3/7
Hector Pena 3/8

David Gardner 3/11
Roxann Patterson 3/11

Rogelio Ortiz 3/13
Michael Knauf 3/13
Alex Tezeno 3/13
John Bailey 3/23

Luis Villarreal 3/31
APRIL BIRTHDAYS

Juan Torres 4/1
Caspar Garzon 4/3

Rodolfo Espinosa 4/12
Thomas DeLaRosa 4/12

Jason Pais 4/15
Ricardo Alvarez 4/17

Kelly Sargent 4/19
Andrew Clawson 4/20

Jayson Balasi 4/21
John Flores 4/22

Thomas Young 4/25
Rodolfo Velasquez 4/30

MAY BIRTHDAYS
Paul Oglesby 5/2

Alfredo Valdez 5/2
Tyler Nalley 5/8
Mark Kelly 5/8

Roberto Osegueda 5/11
Dustin Jones 5/11

Sandra Montemayor 5/12
Russell Greiner 5/13

Roberto Rimbao Garcia 5/13
David Lapora 5/14
Jorge Gomez 5/15

Ernesto Quintana Jr. 5/15
Jackson Gilbert 5/16
Jeffery Brannan 5/17

Christopher McPhee 5/17
Ralph Brunt 5/24

Richard Howard 5/26
Melvin Smith 5/27

DISPATCHER SHARON MARTINEZ
Sharon’s greatest accomplishment with Coastal Plains 
Trucking is her longevity; she has been with our company for 
more than eight years! She also prides herself with getting to 
know her drivers, building trust with them, and helping them 
be more efficient. Sharon dispatches for south and west Texas 
crude, Wyoming crude, local & OTR LNG, and jet fuel. She also 
works part time for Oak Hills animal hospital in Floresville. 
Sharon has four children and four grandchildren. One of her 
favorite pastimes is listening to Texas country music!

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHTS

HR MANAGER 
CHERYL DUCHARME
Cheryl Ducharme has been 
with Coastal Plains Trucking 
for nine years. Originally hired 
as Payroll Admin Assistant, 
she was recently promoted to 
Human Resources Manager. 
When not working, Cheryl 
enjoys spending time with 
her daughter and family, and 
hanging out at the coast.

EMPLOYEE ANNIVERSARIES

10 YEARS

Terry Denney 1/16/12
Richard Howard 2/13/12
Thomas Young 1/16/12

8 YEARS
James Acosta 3/18/14
Steven Lopez 2/18/14
Barbara Reed 2/4/14

7 YEARS
Rodney Bustillo 3/10/15

Jose Lopez Garcia 3/31/15
Jorge Gomez 2/4/15
Fabian Tello 2/10/15
Joe Toscano 3/3/15

Gabriel Valdes 3/31/15
Luis Villarreal 3/24/15

6 YEARS
Rene Sosa 3/10/16

5 YEARS
Thomas DeLaRosa 1/12/17
Jesus De Santiago 1/12/17

Juan Estrada 2/16/17
Hector Vazquez 3/22/17

4 YEARS
Ruben Franco 3/23/18

Jonathan Olvera 1/11/18
Roxann Patterson 3/5/18

Brandon Weathington 3/29/18

3 YEARS
James Mims 1/3/19

Treven Wethington 2/4/19
2 YEARS

Arturo Cano 3/11/20
Luis Gonzalez Carmona 

2/12/20
Arturo Fuerte 3/11/20
Todd Holmes 2/26/20

Lyle Miller 1/8/20
Alfredo Valdez 3/5/20

1 YEAR
Agapito Garza, III 1/28/21
Jeffrey Swafford 3/4/21
Michael Toombs 1/21/21

Our dedicated drivers and support personnel have helped us grow into the company we 
are today, and we know retaining our talented team is vital to our success. Each quarter we 
celebrate the anniversary dates of our team members, and the number of people who have 
been with us for multiple years continues to grow. Thank you for your continued commitment!
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DRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE TV WINNER

SHOUT OUTS

Congratulations to our Driving for Excellence award winners! 
Top drivers recognized in key performance categories also 
took home a custom Coastal Plains Trucking BBQ Pit. Awards 
are based first and foremost on safety records outlined in the 
drivers’ scorecards, with consideration for attendance and 
production. Runners up each received a special gift.

Drivers who have been employed with Coastal Plains Trucking 
for at least a year, who achieved 90% or better on scorecards for 
12 consecutive months AND who had no preventable MVAs, no 
behavior-based spills and no corrective actions, were entered 
to win a big screen TV! Congratulations to Arturo Cano, who 
recently celebrated two years with CPT. He hit all of the marks, 
entered the drawing, AND won a big screen TV!

I would like to recognize Ismael Rodriguez for all his hard 
work at the Baytown yard. Ismael handles all the new hire 
training along with setting up truck and trailer repairs with the 
local mechanic.  He has been a vital part of the success of the 
Baytown yard.                                                  — Richard Jimenez

I would like to shout out Richard Howard for the work he’s 
doing on automating our ticketing processes. Eliminating 
hand-keying, duplicate work, and also helping move us 
paperless which is good for the environment!

 — Emily Smith

SPECIALTY SERVICES OTR
Grill Winner: Ruben Franco
Runner up: Todd Holmes

ORLA CRUDE
Grill winner: Gerardo Acevedo

Runner up: Hector Vazquez

WRIGHT CRUDE
Grill winner: Jason Lovell (left)

Runner up: Sedeke Fofana

WEST TEXAS
SPECIALTY SERVICES

Grill winner: Arturo Rubio (right)
Runner up: Felix Sandoval NEW HIRES

We look forward to creating opportunities for you to grow 
through a rewarding career that offers support, stability and 
financial security for years to come!

Redge Allen
Melven Belt

Bret Campbell
Chaddrick Marion

Christopher McPhee
Joseph Norine

David Peres
Frank Robinson
Jeffrey Smith

Michael Valencia
William Wallace

SHOP CPT GEAR
Looking for some cool new Coastal Plains 
Trucking gear? We launched an online store 
on our new website. Scan the QR code or 
visit coastalplainsllc.com/store to customize 
shirts, hats, and polos. Hurry, the store is 
only open until May 6! Once it closes, orders 
will be produced and shipped directly to you.

CHARLOTTE CRUDE 
Grill winner: Victor Flores

Runner up and repeat winner: 
Julio Ortiz



SAFETY CORNER
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OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE SAFETY
As we transition through 

2022, we will continue our 
focus on safety. While on 
the road, we are constantly 
responsible for keeping 
the motoring public safe, 
keeping ourselves safe, 
keeping our customers safe, 
and staying compliant with 
the Federal, State and Local 
regulatory requirements. As 
transportation professionals 
we agree that to accomplish 
our responsibilities we must 
remain vigilant and always 
keep safety in focus. This 

is how true professionals 
operate.

Our relentless pursuit of 
continuous improvement 
will keep us at a level of 
best in class. To remain at 
this level, we must have 
collaborative relations in all 
areas of our business, and 
we must consistently look for 
opportunities to improve.

A review of our CSA 
violations over the past year, 
reveals a few opportunities to 
do better in 2022:

• Tire pressure violations 

contributed to 60% of our 2021 
Vehicle Maintenance CSA 
points. In addition to the CSA 
exposure a properly inflated 
tire will reduce the risk of a 
blowout and reduce fuel cost.

• Hazmat shipping 
paperwork and placard 
violations contributed to 
57% of our 2021 Hazmat 
CSA points. Proper markings 
and proper paperwork are 
critical for first responders in 
identifying the safest way to 
respond to a spill. 

• All of our HOS violations are 

small in points and simple to 
prevent. List all required items 
on the log, certify the log every 
day, and ensure the instruction 
book is in the tablet and can 
be accessed. 

With all of us working 
together we will keep this 
organization safe and fulfil 
our commitment to keeping 
everyone around us safe. I 
look forward to working with 
each and everyone here at 
Coastal Plains Trucking! 

— David Lapora, Director of 
EHS and DOT Compliance

FAMILY NIGHT
At Coastal Plains Trucking, we think of our team members 
as family, and it was special to bring our extended families 
together during “Family Night” at our Wyoming yard.

YOU SPOKE, WE LISTENED!

FLEET STATS

We hear you, Coastal Plains Trucking! As a result of your 
feedback regarding your opinions on work/life balance, we 
have moved to a 24/8 cryo schedule, and a 5/2 WTX schedule. 
Thank you to everyone who provided feedback! We are always 
striving to improve! Please continue to participate in email 
surveys and discussions with your team member liaison so 
we can continue to make improvements to make CPT the best 
place to work.

      Our drivers spend 159,293 hours on the road.

      Our drivers took 282,946 trips.

      The average distance traveled per vehicle: 45,113.15 miles.

      The longest trip traveled by one of our vehicles: 691 miles.

In 2021, our fleet traveled over
6,999,892 miles.
 
That’s 281 times around the globe!


